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On May 6, Pepperwood Preserve hosted 
the kick-off meeting for Sonoma County 
Venture Conservation, which was 

recently awarded $8 million through the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service's (NRCS) Regional 
Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP). The 
kickoff included a special field tour attended by 
NRCS Chief Jason Weller, visiting from Washington, 
DC, and the NRCS State Conservationist for 
California, Carlos Suarez.

Core partners of Sonoma County Venture 
Conservation include Sonoma County Agricultural 
Preservation and Open Space District, Sonoma 
and Gold Ridge RCDs, NRCS, Pepperwood Dwight 
Center for Conservation Science, Sonoma County 
Water Agency and a Technical Advisory Committee 
of thirty organizations.

"This project is about fulfilling your vision," said 
Weller. He continued by telling the group that they 
had brought together an impressive constellation 
of partners representing research, science and 
agriculture to sustain both agriculture and open 
space. "I do a lot of travelling and I am very 
impressed by what you have assembled here—you 
guys in Sonoma are innovators."

The goal of the Sonoma County Venture 
Conservation partnership is to create a platform 
for large-scale, coordinated conservation action 

in our county including identifying high-priority 
conservation easements and projects to improve 
water supply and water quality and enhance wildlife 
habitat on local agricultural lands. The partnership 
will leverage local knowledge, funding, and resources 
with RCPP funding to match federal funds 2:1.

michael thompson 
sonoma county water agency

jennifer walser 
natural resources conservation service

jason weller 
natural resources conservation service

brittany jensen 
gold ridge rcd

individuals in photo above 
from left to right

carlos suarez 
natural resources conservation service

bill keene 
sonoma county agricultural 
preservation open space district

kara heckert 
sonoma rcd

james gore 
4th district supervisor

lisa micheli 
pepperwood preserve

COORDINATING REGIONAL 
CONSERVATION TOGETHER

dear neighbors 
and partners,

2016 has been a big  
year for Gold Ridge  
RCD . We turned 75  
years old, completed 
our strategic plan,  
and became a part of 

some larger regional projects we hope will make dramatic 
and long-lasting benefits for our community, now and 
future generations .

This year, Gold Ridge RCD has participated in the  
Sonoma County Venture Conservation project with funding  
through NRCS’s Regional Conservation Partnership 
Program; we contributed to the Russian River Confluence; 
and we are working with a team of nine counties to 
embark on a program using Carbon Farm Plans that can 
help farmers sequester carbon dioxide and be more 
resilient in the face of climate change .

We can’t do these projects without support from our  
RCD community . It’s important to note how conservation  
projects are funded and how your tax dollars are being spent .

The conservation projects on the ground, conservation  
planning, and public education work we do is funded by  
grants awarded from federal, state and local programs .  
We are proud to be addressing some of the nation’s and  
state’s most pressing conservation needs at the local  
level through these programs .

Gold Ridge RCD is also supported by a Memorandum  
of Understanding with the County of Sonoma to provide  
services like bringing in state and federal grants to our  
District, answering calls from the public to address their  

LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A  Y E A R  O F  AC H I E V E M E N T S  
W I T H  CO M M U N I T Y  S U P P O RT

...they had brought together an 
impressive constellation of 
partners representing research, 
science and agriculture to 
sustain both agriculture and 
open space. » Jason Weller 

nrcs chief

soil, water and wildlife concerns, as well as providing  
public education and opportunities to better understand  
our agricultural lands and environment . 

While our RCD receives funding from in and outside of  
our community, a majority of RCD dollars are spent  
right here in Sonoma County . Our conservation projects 
employ local contractors, buy from local businesses, and 
engage our community’s yo uth . One RCD dollar is 
leveraged 10 to 30 times at the local level . 

The RCD also runs some services at a fee, such as renting 
the no-till drill seeder, having your well-water level 
monitored, biological surveys, or property assessments . 
These modest fees are meant to support the continuation 
of the service and are not profit-earning programs . 

Lastly, our generous donors—who are farmers, ranchers, 
residents and even elected officials—provide our RCD 
with their vote of confidence and their donations . We 
appreciate with all our hearts the generosity shown to 
us by those community members who let us know they 
believe in our good works by donating . 

with gratitude,
brittany jensen

65.7% FEDERAL GRANTS
17.7% STATE GRANTS
12.9% LOCAL CONTRACTS
2.7% COUNTY MOU
0.9% PROPERTY TAXES
0.4% FEE FOR SERVICE
0.1% DONATIONS

F I S C A L  Y E A R  1 5 / 1 6  R E V E N U E S  T O TA L

$2,812,023
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• Community is proactive in mitigating and adapting to the causes and  
impacts of climate change to safeguard the environment, human health  
and the economy.

• Protect, maintain and manage parks, public lands and open space systems 
that promote recreation, health, agricultural viability and protects 
watersheds, promotes biodiversity and contributes to the economic vitality.

• Agricultural resources are preserved, valued for food and for maintaining 
links to our County’s heritage.

• Community members have access to clean air, water, and safe, reliable solid 
and liquid waste management systems.

• Community understands and supports the services provided by the County 

• Increased or enhanced community-based partnerships.

• Exceeded the target of conservation technical assistance to 72 landowners  
on 15,000 acres by providing assistance to 190 agricultural and rural  
landowners on over 28,000 acres.

• Exceeded the target of 1,000,000 gallons of water saved/stored with 
2.7 million gallons.

• Exceeded the targets of 1 mile of instream habitat improved with 1.7 miles.

• Exceeded the target of four County coordination meetings with  
58 meetings convened or attended with county organizations.

• Exceeded the target of 700 youth reach with 1,849 youth engaged 
through various educational opportunities.

• Exceeded the target of submitting eight grant proposals by submitting 36 
competitive state and federal grants totaling $21,205,560.

HOW SONO M A COUNT Y IS BOOSTING THE WORK OF THE RCDS

The Sonoma County-RCD Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is a contract between the County and 
the Sonoma RCD and the Gold Ridge RCD that awards the RCDs $380,000 over a two-year contract period 
so that the RCDs can provide new or extend existing services to the community. In the 2014-2016 contract, the 
RCDs together met and exceeded every deliverable the County required in its MOU:

This contract is a direct investment in our local ecology and in the local economy. RCDs almost exclusively hire, 
contract and purchase from local businesses to get the work done. 

COUNT Y MOU WITH RCDS SUPPORTS COUNT Y 'S STR ATEGIC PL AN GOALS

RCDS MEET & EXCEED COUNTY GOALS

M O RE  TH A N  C ATC H I N G  R A I N ….

With funding from state and federal  
programs targeted at drought 
mitigation, climate change adaptation  

and sensitive species protection, the Gold Ridge  
RCD is working to design and build rainwater 
catchment systems this year at several sites.

WATER STORAGE 
PROJECTS

RAINWATER CATCHMENT SYSTEMS address a multitude of important natural resource issues.  
By providing an alternative source of water, they conserve groundwater and enhance water supply  
security for farms and residents, increasing their ability to adapt to the uncertainties of climate change.  
By reducing the amount of water taken from streams and shallow wells, they improve streamflow and  
water quality during the summer, when clean, cold water is needed most by fish and wildlife. And by  
reducing runoff, rainwater systems help to limit erosion and sedimentation in streams.

These systems are important for our community  
and ecosystems because water harvested by these  
systems replaces water that otherwise would have  
been sourced from local streams, shallow wells and 
groundwater during the summer, at a time when 
wildlife also need scarce water resources.

A N OT H E R  H A L F  M I L L I O N  G A L LO N S 
O F  STO R A G E  A R E  C U R R E N TLY  B E I N G 

DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED .

SINCE 2009, THE GOLD RIDGE RCD HAS 
BUILT RAINWATER CATCHMENT SYSTEMS  
W I T H  A  TOTA L  C A PA C I T Y  O F  O V E R

2,000,000 GALLONS

photo credit: steve knudsen

domestic rooftop rainwater harvesting in 2016
• 5 Projects in the Green Valley Watershed 

– totaling 250,000 gallons of storage

• 2 Projects in the Salmon Creek Watershed 
– totaling 130,000 gallons of storage

agricultural rainwater storage systems in 2016
• A Bodega farm will catch 68,000 gallons for  

watering stock and irrigating vegetables and fruit trees.

• Redwood Hill Farm will use 110,000 gallons of  
rainwater to supply their goats.

• Bodega Goat Ranch will water their goats and forage  
crops with 63,000 gallons straight from the sky.
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from community education, to conserving  
water, to supporting on-farm innovation, to  
saving and enhancing healthy soil, to addressing  
climate change on our local farms, gold ridge  
rcd couldn’t do this great work without the  
support of our community.

Donating to the RCD is a way of voting your support .  
Your donations allow us to do more, be more and feel  
the support of our constituents . All members of our 
district benefit from the work we do, and we hope that 
with donations, our constituents can promote our work  
even further .

You can donate once, or you can become a member of 
our monthly giving program, “Deep Roots .” We’ve named 
it Deep Roots for many reasons . One is that our RCD 
has deep roots in Sonoma County . At first an agency of 
farmers, established in 1941 by local berry and apple 
farmers, dairymen and cattle ranchers, the RCD has over 
the last 75 years become an agency for farmers . Leading 
on a long and deep history, the RCD team continues to 
help this district’s farmers and families .

We also call it Deep Roots because your donations allow 
us to deepen our roots here: With your donations, we can 
bring more services to the district, such as well water-level 
monitoring, renting the no-till drill, and more . We can host 
more public outings, power our team to write more grant 
proposals, and bring more projects to our district . Your 
donations also help keep this modest RCD’s lights on .

thank you for voting your confidence in 
the work we do by making a tax-deductible 
donation to your rcd this year.

Associate Director Chris Choo has this to 
say about why she chose to join the Deep 
Roots monthly giving program: 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE A VIDEO 
CELEBRATING THE RCD’S HISTORY AND  
OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY.

Every three years, the RCD sets new goals and 
strategy framework to help guide and direct us. 
In preparation, we conducted a small community 
survey to hear what natural resource concerns you, 
the public, have and what types of projects you’d 
like to see the RCD taking on.

the top natural resource concerns 
from survey respondents were:
• Creek (Riparian) health  71%
• Groundwater Supply  54%
• Low instream flows  39%

NOTE: The amount of interest in creek and riparian health was 
somewhat of a wonderful surprise! We know that salmon are 
a valuable natural resource and that water resources within 
creeks beg for attention, but were not prepared to hear so 
uniformly that our community is concerned too. Farmers 
(71%), rural residents (75%), and urban residents (80%) all 
responded that creek health was a top concern.

HOW GRRCD’S NEW STRATEGIC PLAN ADDRESSES OUR 
COMMUNITY’S NATURAL RESOURCE CONCERNS

the top suggested project types from 
survey respondents were:
• Creek habitat enhancement  61%
• Water conservation  61% 

(i.e. rainwater catchment and storage)
• Instream flow enhancement  59% 

(ensuring sufficient water in the dry season)
• Salmon habitat improvement  50%
• Climate change resiliency for communities  36%  

(i.e. water supply security)

With these results, the 2016-19 Strategic Plan  
has been designed to include in its scope programs  
that address streamflow enhancement, water  
conservation, clean water, riparian wildlife habitat  
enhancement and climate resiliency. In addition,  
other programs like LandSmart® planning, water  
quality monitoring, and environmental education  

contribute to these 
same priorities 
indirectly.
Request a copy of the 2016–

17 Strategic Plan to read the 

complete list of objectives 

and planned actions for the 

2016–19 period.

gold ridge rcd 2016-19 strategic plan 
natural resource priorities
• Sustainable diverse agriculture

• Climate change resiliency

• Clean water, water conservation and water supply sustainability

• Education, awareness and outreach about resource conservation

• Resource conservation projects built on sound science

• Diverse and resilient wildlife

• Soil health and conservation

• Watershed and natural resource planning and enhancement 

here are the results:

DONATE TO THE GOLD RIDGE RCD

» 

“ I support my RCD to sustain local people 

working for our future. Gold Ridge is able to 

leverage my dollars 27(!) to 1 to strengthen 

our community. Projects like rainwater 

capture work with big and small water 

users to secure our water supply in times of 

drought, leave water in creeks for salmon, 

and reduce erosion from runoff. This work 

is funded through grants written by staff 

and through partnerships with landowners, 

technical experts, and local businesses 

to supply and construct the project. 

West County is strong because of our 

commitment to our community and Gold 

Ridge has been a part of that history. Please 

join me in providing ongoing support.”

Chris Choo 
gold ridge rcd, associate director

photo credit: steve knudsen
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NORTH BAY RCDS PLAN FOR CARBON FARMING

Carbon Farming uses a set of known methods for  
reducing on-farm operational carbon emissions and  
for sequestering atmospheric carbon dioxide within  

soils and converting them to plant material and/or soil  
organic matter by way of the carbon cycle. Carbon farming  
is not only a way farmers can fight climate change, its  
methods also often enhance a farm’s soil, biodiversity, and  
water resources. Compost application on rangeland has been  
a major focus for scientists and ranchers, and is proving to  
be a powerful method for sequestering CO2 in the soil. See 
below for a more extensive list of farming practices that are 
part of “carbon farming.”

» 

NEXT STEPS:
The Gold Ridge RCD has funding to write carbon farm  
plans with farmers through our Regional Conservation  
Collaboration Program (RCCP) Grant for the next few  
years. However, there is a regional shortage of compost,  
the application of which on rangelands is a major practice  
on rangeland carbon farms. We are looking for new sources  
of large quantities of compost.

CONTACT JASON HOORN at  
JASON@GOLDRIDGERCD.ORG  
if you want to provide RCDs with your compost.

CARBON FARM PRACTICE LIST
• Compost Application

• Residue and Tillage 
Management, No-Till / Strip 
Till / Direct Seed

• Anaerobic Digester

• Multi-Story Cropping

• Windbreak / Shelterbelt 
Establishment

• Silvopasture Establishment

• Forage and Biomass Planting

• Nutrient Management

• Tree / Shrub Establishment

• Contour Buffer Strips

• Riparian Restoration

• Riparian Forest Buffer

• Vegetative Barrier

• Cross Wind Trap Strips 
Conservation Cover

• Alley Cropping

• Riparian Herbaceous Cover

• Range Planting

• Herbaceous Wind Barriers

• Critical Area Planting

• Forest Slash Treatment

• Filter Strip

• Grassed Waterway

• Hedgerow Planting

SONOMA COUNTY CARES ABOUT CLIMATE  
CHANGE, and has set a high goal for reducing the activities  
and sources of emissions that cause warming in the atmosphere.  
With the use of a wide variety of beneficial practices, Sonoma  
County farmers have the ability to reach our County’s goal for  
greenhouse gas reductions. From the County’s community- 
based Climate Action Plan 2020: “Agricultural soil carbon levels  
will be substantially higher in 2050 through soil management  
practices supporting crop development and carbon sequestration.” 

GOLD RIDGE IS COLLABORATING WITH OTHER NORTH 
BAY RCDS TO CREATE A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR 
C A R B O N FA R M I N G O N M U LTI P LE  A G R I C U LTU R A L S ITE S :

∙   ORCHARDS  ∙   FORESTS  ∙   VINEYARDS  ∙
∙   R ANGEL ANDS  ∙   CROPL ANDS  ∙

W H AT  I S 
C A RB O N  FA R M I N G ?

"By helping farmers make carbon  

farming a part of their daily operations,  

we have the opportunity to work on a  

global problem—climate change—and  

make a local difference. By working on  

carbon farming with other North Bay RCDs, 

we also have an opportunity to strengthen  

our regional mission to build climate  

resilience across northern California."
Brittany Jensen 
gold ridge rcd, executive director

INSTREAM HABITAT ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS
Within our mission as an RCD is building habitat for our community’s most sensitive species. This year, two in-
stream habitat enhancement projects are underway: the removal of a fish passage barrier on upper Green Valley 
Creek, and the installation of large wood habitat structures in lower Dutch Bill Creek. Both projects protect and 
enhance the habitat of local threatened and endangered species of salmon.

Harvested redwood and eucalyptus logs have 
a new home in a stretch of Dutch Bill Creek 
downstream of Camp Meeker. Secured to boulders 

and strategically placed along the edges of the channel, their 
job is to create habitat complexity and contour Dutch Bill’s 
streambed. Acting as natural obstructions, the logs force 
water over, around and behind the structures, creating scoured 
pools and slower back-water areas along what months ago 
was a simple and rather straight channel.

Salmon and other wildlife need this diversity of features in 
the creek. Scour pools offer cooler water and deeper pools 
in the summer; back-waters provide stillness in winter 
storms; and sinuosity in the creek, formed as the water bends 
and arcs around new wood structures, provides habitat 
complexity and tempers storm flows. The structures also trap 
decaying vegetation that harbors macroinvertebrates, coho 
salmon’s primary food source, while sorting spawning gravels 
and providing cover.

Salmon in their early life stages, such as this “parr” (pictured), 
will use the slower waters behind the large wood as a refuge 
when water is moving quickly in storms. Without refuge, 
small young salmon can get washed out of the creek and 
stranded on the banks. 

H E L PI N G  SA L M O N  R E T U R N  
TO  U PPE R  G R E E N  VA L L E Y  C R E E K

E N H A N C I N G  S A L M O N  H A B ITAT 
I N  D U TC H  B I LL  C RE E K

Residents in the Upper Green Valley Creek area  
will be seeing a major project next summer and fall  
of 2017: the replacement of a failing pipe with a  

new, fish-friendly, bottomless culvert. RCD staff have been  
working on designs to replace a failing culvert that hangs  
high above the water. The corroded culvert, perched 11.5 ft  
above its downstream pool, is a complete barrier to spawning  
coho swimming upstream and worsens erosion along an  
already erosive creek. Green Valley Creek, once shallow and  
allowed to flood, is now concentrated in a deeply incised  
channel. Not only an issue for wildlife, this creek’s hampered  
hydrology is a watershed-wide problem, lowering the water  
table, exacerbating runoff and sedimentation, and reducing  
water quality. This project will replace the culvert and regrade  
a 600-ft stretch of the stream to arrest the erosion and have  
a series of rock step pools. This design allows for salmon  
passage while stabilizing the grade and retaining essential  
floodplain connectivity upstream. While existing riparian  
vegetation (primarily willows and nonnative blackberry)  
will have to be removed during construction, the riparian 
corridor will be replanted with over 650 native plants.

Revegetation of the construction site will be conducted by 
the inspiring local students participating in the Point Blue 
Conservation Science’s environmental education program, 
Students and Teachers Restoring a Watershed (STRAW).

rock weirs on a 2009 project on dutch bill creek.
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november 2016: clim ate-beneficial 
pr actices in vineyards are water-
beneficial

The Gold Ridge, Sonoma, Mendocino and Napa RCDs, 
the USDA’s NRCS Ukiah Office, UCCE Mendocino 

and the Santa Rosa Junior College came together this 
November to discuss the options this region’s vineyard 
managers have for enacting climate-beneficial practices 
on the land. These might include timed irrigation, 
compost application, hedgerow planting, cover cropping 
and grazing, reducing tillage, and more. These practices 
are being examined for their ability to sequester carbon 
dioxide, retain water, reduce the need for synthetic 
fertilizers, amendments and pesticides, and maintain 
grape quality. This meeting will help inform the RCDs 
as they start assisting vineyards to create LandSmart 
Carbon Farm Plans. (See page 9 for more information).

m arch 2016: dutch bill and green 
valley watersheds update meetings

Held in Camp Meeker and Sebastopol, these meetings 
brought residents together under one roof with RCD 

staff, University of California biologists, and hydrologists 
to examine the conditions of water resources in these two 
watersheds. Landowners brought questions, concerns and 
an interest in doing more to act progressively in the face 
of drought, changing water supply and water regulation. 
Biologists impressed the importance of steadily flowing, 
connected streams, cold and clear water, and diverse in-
stream habitat to local salmon populations. RCD staff pointed 
to the research conducted by local hydrologists that suggest 
these watersheds are best supported when landowners 
slow, spread, sink and store stormwater on their property 
before allowing it to drain into creeks and out to the ocean. 
For more information, search www.goldridgercd.org for 
“Green Valley Meetings” and “Water Stewardship Guides”.

fall 2016: russian river confluence 
headwaters-to-ocean paddle and 
tributary tours

I ’ve been a part of projects and programs, but what I want 
for the Russian River is a movement.” Fourth District 

Supervisor James Gore organized a passionate team of 
community members to host what he calls the Russian 
River Confluence—a series of events meant to bring the 
greater community’s focus to the health of the Russian 
River. This fall, Confluence partners hosted tours of multiple 
tributaries to the Russian River. Gold Ridge RCD toured 
the public through Willow Creek in Jenner, CA, observing 
the meandering channels of its lush floodplain and the 
redwood-covered canyons of its headwaters. Also, Gold 
Ridge presented at LandPath’s conservation workday in the 
Dutch Bill Creek watershed at Bohemia Ecological Reserve in 
Occidental, CA. Other tours included Mark West Creek on 
Rancho Mark West in Santa Rosa, hosted by Sonoma RCD.

Watersheds are “basins of relations,” to quote local water steward, Brock Dolman. Watersheds are 
systems that drain and hold water, have their own micro-climates and biomes, host wildlife, human life, 
and agriculture. Gold Ridge RCD was proud to support its community this year in better understanding, 
stewarding and celebrating its watersheds.

WATERSHED MOMENTS
GOLD RIDGE RCD

NEWS & EVENTS

Special Promotional Section

Farming
Future:

Stories of  
Agriculture, 

Environment  
and Community

for the

G E T  O U T S I D E  W I T H  G R R C D  
&  S T A Y  I N F O R M E D  O N 
C O N S E R V A T I O N  E F F O R T S

“far ming for the  future ”  celebrates 
stories of farmers who have enriched their 
properties and businesses by taking on conservation 
practices and projects. 
REQUEST A COPY OR VIEW THE 12-PAGE INSERT ONLINE AT 

GOLDRIDGERCD.ORG/HTM/LATEST-NEWS.HTM

tr ibutary  tour of  w illow creek  
in Jenner, CA explored the hydrology, wildlife and 
history of this dynamic watershed, September 24th, 
2016. This event was hosted as part of the Russian 
River Confluence.

» Duckworth Ranch is the place for wildlife! 
Attendees learned how this ranching family welcomes 
fish, otters, owls, deer, and much more onto the land, 
November 5th, 2016.

» Steve Moody, a Valley Ford-based milk producer  
for Clover-Stornetta, expressed his interest in working 
with the wetland wetland ecosystem of the Estero 
Americano at “Flurry of Feathers: Birds of the Estero 
Americano.”

» Families gathered at Haverton Hill Creamery for 
“un dia de campo,” a day in the field, at this Latino-
focused outing to the family-owned and operated 
Bloomfield sheep dairy, July 16th, 2016.

P R I V A T E  P R O T E C T E D  F A R M S

AGRICULTUR AL HERITAGE 
OUTINGS B R I N G  FA M I L I E S  TO

“
SPECIAL THANK YOU 
to members of the community who voluntarily  
steward their watersheds through trash clean  
ups, replantings, and other activities

“The pleasure and satisfaction that comes out of these  
Sunday mornings is a gift to ourselves and to the fish in  
the streams. It also helps keep us in connection with  
our environment, both the good and the not so good.” 
These are the words of Atascadero-Green Valley 
Watershed Council organizer John Roberts about the 
Council’s volunteer clean-up days held in September 2016.
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M EETI N GS
Third Thursday of every month  

3:30–5:30PM (unless otherwise posted)

2776 Sullivan Road,

Sebastopol, CA  95472

MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

CO NTACT 
I N FO R M ATI O N
Gold Ridge RCD
707-823-5244 (PHONE)

707-823-5243 (FAX)

www.goldridgercd.org

M A I L I N G  A N D  P H YS I C A L 
A D D R E SS

2776 Sullivan Road

Sebastopol, CA  95472

Email: Brittany@goldridgercd.org

N RC S  S O N O M A- M A R I N  O F F I C E

5401 Old Redwood Hwy, Ste. 100

Petaluma, CA 94954

Phone: 707-794-1242, ext. 3


